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- 1. Overview. 

A consortium of several national laboratories 6 0 s  Alamos, Sandia, Oak Ridge and Livermore) 
have been collaborating under the GONII project to generate a synthetic seismic data base. The 
first deliverable was a common code that would run on the various machines at the different labo- 
ratories. The second deliverable was to use these codes to generate parts of the final data base. 
The data base consists of a large number of shots applied to two geographic models developed by 
another part of the GONII project, the salt model and the overthrust model. These models were 
supplied to us as large, (hundreds of megabytes), files containing the velocity of propagation 
given on a defined three dimensional grid. 

Los Alamos National Laboratory was supplied with the source code of a seismic propagation 
code written by the French Petroleum Institute. Before this contract a straightforward port of this 
code to Connection Machine Fortran, (CMF), was done, but was relatively slow and extremely 
wasteful on memory. 

A decision was made to port a subset of the code to Fortran on a node. This port involved map- 
ping the data arrays onto the nodes, writing communications routine for internode communication 
and writing routines to read in the velocity data from the model velocity data. A couple of the rou- 
tines in the code where rewritten in the C programming language. The code was verified by com- 
paring output with data supplied by the French group and by doing a port to run on the Crays here 
at Los Alamos and then running small test problems to simply verify if the interprocessor commu- 
nications, the boundary conditions, etc. where working on a one by one basis. The port worked 
but the performance was less than two megaflops per node, since the fortran code was not using 
the vector units effectively. Memory usage was obscure and wasteful. 

Part of this contract was spent verifying/debugging the Fortran on a node code. A port of the code 
was made to run on the Cray. A code was written to take the output of the Cray code and reformat 
the data into the proper file format and byte order, etc. to be read on a Sun Workstation. Codes 
were written to visually display the results of the Cray port as well as the CM5 port and compare 
them with each other. 

Because of the poor performance, Thinking Machines suggested using the C programming lan- 
guage and the CM5 hybrid language CDPEAC, (really a hybrid assembly language), to write the 
code to obtain direct access to the vector units. Performance on the order of sixty megaflops per 
node was obtained by rewriting the kernel in CDPEAC. The rest of the code was then ported to a 
mixture of C and CDPEAC. This port also got rid of most of the memory waste that occurred in 
the Fortran ports during memory allocation allowing problems of interest for the “salt” and “over- 
thrust” models to fit on a 32 node partition on the CM5. 

The port was originally written using normal Unix reads and writes, in from the velocity model 
data and out to the seismic output file. These where horrendously slow. We were spending as 
much time reading and writing the data as in the calculations themselves. We found that Fortran 
used a synchronous form of reading and writing that is mush faster. The code was written so that 
synchronous reads and writes could be used from C. A separate code was written in Fortran that 
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reads a large array from the model velocity data and writes as section of it to an output file in 
about one minute. The SSD code can then do a synchronous read of this velocity file in a few sec- 
onds. 

A total of 846 shots where run on the CM5. Phase A consisted of 138 shots using the Overthrust 
Mode. Phase B consisted of 3 15 shots using the Salt Model and 393 shots using the Overthrust 
Model. The Salt Model shots used approximately 3 hours of CM5 time on 32 nodes and the Over- 
thrust Model shots used approximately 2 hours of CM5 time on 32 nodes. 

During the calculation of Phase A, which was done by manually submitting jsub files to the CM5, 
ftping the results to a Sun workstation for processing and viewing each seismic file on the Sun 
workstation we noticed a peculiar inconsistency in the seismic files. It turns out that files on the 
SDA are not safe from corruption and the model velocity file that everything depends on may 
change occasionally. By carefully dumping the velocity file we found that some of our floating 
point numbers had magically transformed into the ASCII string “SEAGATE”! According to the 
CM5 people it seems to occur when they run “heal” that corrects for parity errors on the SDA. 
This caused us to replace the model velocity file and recalculate most of Phase A to be absolutely 
sure of the validity of the seismic files. Since we have noticed this error we have used PSUM on 
the CM5 to calculate checksums on all files. 

Near the end of Phase A the operating system was changed several times, each time killing one or 
more of our codes. The run-time system and compilers have changed often causing us to revert to 
different versions as bugs were fixed or more often introduced. A particularly vexing change in 
the run-time system effected the allocation of memory for the velocity file reads so that the prob- 
lem would no longer fit on 32 nodes. It turns out that it would fit as is on more than 32 nodes. To 
fix this the read routine was modified to do read the velocity file in 32 smaller reads, one for each 
node when running on 32 nodes. 

All the calculations for Phase B where done automatically. A supervisor program was written, (in 
C++), that initializes and maintains a database that records the processing status of all shots perti- 
nent to the velocity model being run. It is evoked by typing 

master model, 

where model is the name of the velocity model being run, here “salt” or “overthrust”. Barring any 
truly major disruption of the CM5 and its queues the master code was written to process all shots 
for the model and ship them to the storage facility at Livermore. The database is constantly 
updated to reflect the status of all shots at the end of each processing phase in a way that is easily 
readable. A log file is created to log all actions and job submissions as well as errors encountered. 
We also have the code send us e-mail at the end of each processing phase with a summary of how 
many shots are left to be processed, are being processed or are finished. After a little time debug- 
ging the master program running the “salt” model, the master program was able to finish the 
“salt” model and run the “overthrust” from start to completion with no intervention. The code was 
able to adapt to machine crashes, server crashes, DJM (distributed job manager) errors, disk 
errors,ftp time outs, etc. and pick up where it needed to finish the shots. 
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- 2. Codes. 

2.1. Directory Structure. 

All files, source files or data files are stored in one of two places, on our home directory or the 
SDA (scalable disk array). The directory structure used is shown on page 23. A subdirectory in 
our home space ssd was created to hold source code and most of the data files. All source files are 
stored under the subdirectory src. Separate subdirectories under src contain the source code for 
the SSD production code (src), the post processor (tosep), the velocity preprocessor (velqroc) 
and the master program (master). The src directory with the source to the SSD production code 
was used mainly for debugging and contains some of the Fortran source code from the Fortran on 
a node port of the code. The code here is compiled with the -g debugging flags on and has code to 
compare results of the CDPEAC routines with the original Fortran routines. The opt directory 
contains links to the source files in src and is compiled with optimization turned on for faster exe- 
cution speeds. The executable from this directory was used to run the production runs. 

All executables are copied to the prod directory for use in the production runs where they are 
called with explicit paths from scripts created by the master program. This allows experimental 
test versions of all the programs to be verified without effecting the currently executing jobs. 

Data files for each model being run are stored in separate directories. The directory name is the 
same as the model being processed, that is “salt” or “overthr~~st~’. This directory contains two sub- 
directories, input and work. The input directory contains the database (db) and log (log) files. as 
well the raw (*.txt) data files stored line by line in subdirectories indicating which line the shot 
belongs to, the same structure the shots will be eventually be stored in at the storage facility. 

The work directory contains temporary files (scripts used for job submission, etc.). Under these 
directories a subdirectory is created for each batch of shots processed. The master program 
assigns a unique number to each batch of shots starting at 100. Directory 100 then contains all 
scripts, output files and checksum files for the batch numbered 100. The work directory also con- 
tains a link to the data area for this model on each of the two SDAs (sdal and sda2). 

The SDA contains the original model velocity files, vel-salt and vel-overthrust for the “salt” and 
“o~erthrust’~ models. Each model has a subdirectory. This directory in turn contains a subdirec- 
tory for each batch of shots. The SDA is used to store all the files which need to be efficiently read 
into or written from the nodes of the CM5. These include the preprocessed velocity files, the out- 
put from the SSD code and the final seismic files. 

2.2.VeIoci tv Preprocessor Code. 

The velocity preprocessor is run by typing 

proc model sda job-number input-file, 
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where ‘sda’ is the scalable disk array (SDA) that the velocity file will be stored on (sdal or sda2), 
‘model’ is the model being run (salt, overthrust, etc.), ‘input-file’ is the name of the file contain- 
ing the input parameters for the SSD code and ‘job-number’ is the job number of the currently 
executing job. The velocity preprocessor reads the model velocity data from SDA, selects a 
smaller three dimensional array of data out of the large model array and writes it to the SDA in 
chunks, each chunk corresponding to the data needed by one processing node on the CM5 run- 
ning the SSD code. The resulting velocity data file name has the form 

Symbol 

nx 

where *off, @off and #zoff represent numbers corresponding to the offset of our velocity data 
from the origin of the model velocity data, #nx, #ny and #nz correspond to the three dimensions 
of our velocity data and #modnx, #modny and #modnz correspond to the three dimensions of the 
model velocity data. 

Meaning 

Number of Grid Points in the X Coordinate. 

The code is written in Connection Machine Fortran. It reads the input parameters to determine 
offsets and dimensions of the velocity data, reads in the model velocity data into one large array 
and then writes out subsets of the large array corresponding to each node on the CM5. This allows 
the SSD code to use a very fast synchronous read to read in the velocity data. 

2.3. Production Code. 

The SSD production code is executed by typing 

c3d model sda job-number, 

where model is the model being processed, (“salt” or “overthrust”), sda is the SDA where the 
intermediate and final data files will be stored,(”sdal” or “sda2”), and job-number is the unique 
number the master program assigns to each batch of shots being processed. When run of 32 nodes 
(single shot) the SSD code expects to find a file ifp-input0 containing the jobs input parameters. 
When run on more than 32 nodes (multiple shots) the SSD code expects a series of input files, 

ifp-input0, ifp-inputl, ifpjnput2, ... 
one for each of the shots being processed. When executed under the control of the master pro- 
gram, the master program creates these input files form the original *.at files. The figure on 
page 25 contains a typical input file. It has the form of namelist directed input in the Fortran pro- 
gramming language. Table 1 on page 5 contains a one line explanation of each of the input param- 
eters in these files. The names follow closely the parameter names internal to the original French 
Code. 
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Symbol 

nY 
nz 

Meaning 

Number of Grid Points in the Y Coordinate. 

Number of Grid Points in the 2 Coordinate. 

miro 

h 

~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ 

Minus half of the Template Order. 5 for this port of the code. 

Grid Size in meters. 

~~~~~~ I Source Location, Y Coordinate. 

~~ 

dt 

ntps 

~~~~ ~ ~ ~~ 

Time Step in Seconds. 

Number of Time Steps. 

ksis 

isx0 

~ ~~ 1 Central Frequency for Source. 

Time Steps between dumps to output file. 

Source Location, X Coordinate. 

kszo 

ldirs 
ids 

I Y. Coordinate of First Receiver in Receiver Array. 

Source Location, 2 Coordinate. 

Multiple Shots. Direction to next Shot (l=X,2=Y,3=2). 

Multiple Shots. Distance to next Shot (in Grid Points). 

krzo 

nshots 

nsof 

ityps 

~~ ~~ ~ ~ I 2 Coordinate of First Receiver in Receiver Array. 

Number of Shots in this run. 
Shot Offset. First job = nsof+l, next = nsof+2, etc.. 

Type of Source (Ricker, etc.). 

ldirl 

ilocs 

irX0 

I Direction of 1st Coordinate of Receiver Array (l=X,2=Y,3=Z). 

Type of Source (Point Source, etc.). Not Used. 

X Coordinate of First Receiver in Receiver Array. 

~ 

idrl 

nrl 

~~ 

Distance Between Receivers in Receiver Array, 1st Coordinate. 

Number of Receivers in Receiver Array, 1st Coordinate. 
~ 

ldid 

idr2 

6 

Direction of 2nd Coordinate of Receiver Array (l=X,2=Y,3=2). 

Distance Between Receivers in Receiver Array, 2nd Coordinate. 

nr2 

nwells 

Number of Receivers in Receiver Array, 2nd Coordinate. 

Number of Wells 



I 
Symbol 

mod-xoffset 

mod-yoffset 

Meaning 

Offset of the Velocity Data into the original Model Velocity File, X Coordinate. 

Offset of the Velocity Data into the original Model Velocity File, Y Coordinate. 

I mod-ny I Number of Grid Points in the original Model Velocity File, Y Coordinate. I 

mod-zoffset 

mod-nx 

I mod-nz I Number of Grid Points in the original Model Velocity File, 2 Coordinate. I 

Offset of the Velocity Data into the original Model Velocity File, 2 Coordinate. 

Number of Grid Points in the original Model Velocity File, X Coordinate. 

~~ ~ ~~ ~ I Well-x I X Coordinate for First Receiver for each Well. 

well-y 

well-z 

well-direction 

Y Coordinate for First Receiver for each Well. 

2 Coordinate for First Receiver for each Well. 

Direction for each Well, ( 1=X72=Y,3=Z). 
~ ~~ 

well-spacing 

well-leng th 

~ ~ 

Spacing between Receivers for each Well (in grid points). 

Number of Receivers in each Well. 

The main flow of the SSD code follows is very similar to the original French code, but different 
enough in detail to be shown diagrammatically here due to some requirements caused by the split- 
ting of the data up between different nodes and vector units as well as communications issues. A 
figure depicting the major components of the SSD code are shown on Table on page 24 The SSD 
code first reads in the input files, (ifpjnputo, ifp-inputl, etc.) and stores the data in a structure 
(defined in N0de.h) which is communicated to all the nodes on the CM5. This struct is passed to 
all the subroutines in the code and contains all global variables. The velocity file is read and the 
appropriate arrays initialized. 

readv 

sponge 

For each time step the following actions occur. 1.) Since the calculation uses an eleven point sten- 
cil which extends beyond the edges of the data stored on each node this data must be communi- 
cated between nodes before being used. 2.) The mirror boundary condition is applied in the Z 
direction to simulate the free surface. 3.) The kernel calculation is performed to update the pres- 
sure array on all interior points. 4.) Faces and edges are updated using a one way wave equation. 
5.) The sponge near the outer surfaces is calculated (only on some of the nodes). 6.) Pointers to 
the new and old pressure arrays are swapped. 7.) The source is added. and 8.) The new pressure 
array is samples at receiver locations for later output to the SDA. 

Debugging, readv=O turns off reading the velocity data. 

Debugging, sponge=O turns off calculation of the sponge. 

The eleven point stencil used by the SSD code requires that an additional five points of data be 
supplied beyond the last grid point on the node and before the first grid point on the node for each 
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of the three dimensions. This is accomplished by making one of the pressure arrays ten grid points 
bigger in each dimension. 

2.3.1 .Arrav Allocation. 

The figure on page 26 shows how data would be partitioned onto four nodes in two dimensions. 
The area between the inner and outer bold squares on each node represent these extra grid points. 
This is only needed for one pressure arrays. To use RAM efficientIy the velocity array and the 
other pressure array are stored with no border grid points. 

Before doing the kernel calculation for each node these extra grid points must be refreshed by 
internode communications, represented by the dashed lines in the figure. Corresponding areas on 
each node are extracted from the pressure array, packed into a communications area where they 
are sent to neighboring nodes to be unpacked and stored in the extra border grid points. For the 32 
node partition the data arrays are split into 4 slices in the X coordinate, 4 slices in the Y coordi- 
nate and 2 slices in the 2 coordinate. 

Each of the nodes on the CM5 has 4 vector units. Each of these vector units is capable of a peak 
theoretical performance of 128 megaflops. The difficulty with using the vector units is that they 
each have their own memory that they can use efficiently. Access to memory on one arbitrary vec- 
tor unit from another arbitrary unit has to be done through the Sparc processor on the node. Effec- 
tively these four vector units look like a small 4 node SIMD computer on each node. The data 
then has to be subpartitioned on each node in an efficient way so that communications between 
vector units can be done efficiently similarly to the internode communications. The data in the 
SSD code was subpartitioned to the vector units by splitting the data into two slices in the X coor- 
dinate and 2 slices in the Y coordinate. This is analogous to the partitioning of the data between 
nodes shown in “Partitioning Data to the Nodes and Vector Units” on page 26 with communica- 
tions now occurring between vector units. The border grid points shown in “Partitioning Data to 
the Nodes and Vector Units” on page 26 are then required on each vector unit. 

The algorithm puts about the same amount of data on each node. If there is an odd number of total 
grid points in a dimension the last node in that dimension gets the extra grid point. This simplifies 
the communications algorithm. If the total number of grid points is not a multiple of the number 
of slices in that dimension the extra grid points are evenly spread between the interior nodes with 
a multiple of two given to each interior node to keep the number of grid points at each interior 
node even. These calculations are done in init-node.cdp. The resulting array sizes are stored in 
the Node structure as node-nx and node-ny for the dimensions of the arrays on each node and 
vu-nx and vu-ny for the dimensions of the arrays on each vector unit. 

2.3.2.KerneI Calculation. 

The kernel calculation for the eleven point stencil is given by 
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f 5  

where U2 is the old pressure fieId, U, is the new pressure array (and the new pressure field two 
time steps ago), Sx, Sr and S, are the stencils in the X, Y and 2 coordinates. To use the vector 
units efficiently the kernel was split into three parts. First the X stencil is applied (x3d.cdp) 

and stored into a temporary array (Ut  ).Next the Y stencil is applied (y3d.cdp) 

Then the 2 stencil is applied and the calculation finished (z3d.cdp) 

1 5 

U, (i, j ,  k )  = c2 GJ, k )  ut ( i , j ,  k )  + 

Each vector unit has 128 vector registers which can be viewed as 16 vectors of 8 registers each. 
At the start of the X stencil calculation eleven of these vectors are loaded from the pressure may, 
(vectors pointed in the 2 coordinate), as shown by the solid arrows on page 28. Each element of 
the eleven vectors is multiplied by the correct element of the stencil array and summed into a vec- 
tor reserved for this purpose. The answer is stored in the location of the bold arr0w.n To calculate 
the next point in the X stencil (one over in X) requires eleven new vectors of which ten are 
already in the vector units from the calculation of the last stencil calculation. Thus for efficiency 
only one vector (the dashed vector) is loaded into the vector registers. Each of these vectors are 
then multiplied by the correct element in the stencil array, summed and stored. When all the vec- 
tors are calculated for each point in the X coordinate the positions of the starting eleven vectors is 
moved in the 2 coordinate and Y coordinate and the process continued until every grid point is 
done. The loading of the vector registers and multiplication by the stencil array is shown diagram- 
matically on the bottom of page 28. The lines represent the stencil values with the bold lines rep- 
resent the center value and the two end values of the stencil. For the first calculation the eleven 
vectors are loaded in order and multiplied by the stencil values in order. For the next calculation 
the first vector is loaded with new pressure information and the eleven vectors multiplied by a 

S, G, y) ~ , j ,  k + Y> + 2 u 2  (i, j ,  k )  - u, ~ j ,  u [ y =  -5 
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shifted stencil. The next calculation loads new information into the second vector and again shifts 
the stencil before multiplication. This continues cyclically through the rest of the calculation. 

2.3.3.Bounda1-v Conditions 

The boundary conditions are done using identical formulations to the French code. The boundary 
condition calculation is done only on nodes containing boundary cells. The edges and comers are 
done by the Sparc processor on each node accessing the pressure array using accesses to vector 
unit memory one array element at time. 

The faces are vectorized. Since the arrays are split between the vector units as shown in the figure 
marked “Partitioning Data to the Nodes and Vector Units” on page 26 the faces in the XZ and YZ 
coordinates will be on only two of the four vector units. This means running the face calculation 
on only two of the vector units at a time. This is done by a conditional execution flag. 

The four vector units on each CM5 node are organized onto two chips with vector units #O and #1 
on one chip and vector units #2 and #3 on the other. Possable modes of operation are as follows: 
a.) All vector units execute the calculation. b.) Both vector units on the same chip execute the cal- 
culation and c.) One vector unit executes the calculation. It is not possible for one vector unit on 
each of the two chips to execute the calculation while not executing on the other two vector units. 
This means that the YZ face has to be executed on vector unit #0(#1) and then vector unit #2(#3) 
for the minimum(maximum) faces. The XZ face is executed on either the #0#1 or the #2#3 pair 
depending on whether it is the minimum or maximum face. The XY face at maximum Z is exe- 
cuted on all four vector units. This code is contained in update-faces.cdp. 

To avoid undue complication of the kernel calculation of the interior grid points we chose to exe- 
cute the kernel template on all grid points in the X and Y coordinates rather than try to condition- 
ally execute the face grid points on border nodes. The kernel template is therefore applied to the 
face grid cells on the boundaries. Because of this the face cells are copied to a temporary storage 
location before the kernel calculation by the code in copy-faces.cdp 

2.3 -4. Sponge 

The formula for the sponge calculation is essentially identical to the one used in the French code. 

where x ( k )  is the quadratic damping factor. The sponge cakulation is only executed on nodes 
that contain sponge cells, that is the first and last node in the X and Y coordinates and the last 
node in the Z coordinate. The calculation is done on all four vector units. The correct answer is 
assured by setting the array x ( k )  to zero for vector units that do not contain sponge cells. 
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2.3.5.Reading the Velocity File. 

The reading of the velocity file is done in readc.cdp. This subroutine expects to read a prepro- 
cessed velocity file that has been produced by the program vel-proc. It uses a fast synchronous 
read to read a section of the file into each node on the CM5. In this mode each node reads its own 
section of the file into its own memory, but synchronized with all the other nodes for efficiency. 
Each node then copies the correct section of the file to its own vector units. If this subroutine can- 
not find a correctly preprocessed velocity file it will attempt to read the correct section of data 
from the original model velocity data using standard Unix non-synchronous reads. This has the 
effect of expanding the read time from a few seconds to the order of half of an hour. 

One complication arrises from using this fast synchronous read. Due to recent changes in the 
operating systems run time component the way memory is allocated for synchronous reads was 
changed. Suddenly the problem no longer would fit on 32 nodes when run on the 32 node parti- 
tion. This was solved by reading the data differently on runs using the 32 node partition. Synchro- 
nous reads are still performed, however, to make the size of the internal read buffer small enough 
so that the problem will fit the read is split up  into 32 separate reads. Similar to the diagram on 
page 27, the read proceeds as follows. In the first read the first node reads its section of the file 
and all other nodes read zero bytes. Next the second node reads its section and all others again 
read zero bytes. This continues with each node reading its own section and all others reading zero 
bytes until the entire file is read in. This slows the read down by a factor of four or so. It is still 
orders of magnitude faster than using a non-synchronous read. 

2.3.6.Runninc on more that 32 nodes. 

The SSD code is executed with the most optimum cost if it runs on the minimum number of nodes 
possible. A major amount of time was spent making the code small enough so that problems of 
interest to this project would fit on 32 nodes. It is, however, hard to get any appreciable amount of 
computing done by using the 32 node partition on the CM5. The 32 node partition is used mainly 
for development and hard to run production runs on. The total throughput is small. 

Therefore the SSD code was written so that it can run on 64, 128,256,512, and 1024 nodes. It 
does so by splitting up the partition into mini-partitions. each running independently of each 
other. It essentially is capable of running several copies of itself simultaneously on a large parti- 
tion, effectiveIy running 2,4,8,16, or 32 shots on the 64,128,256,512, and 1024 node partitions. 

The mini-partitions for the most part are independent of each other and run with little interaction 
until a synchronous read or write to the SDA must be performed (forreading the velocity file or 
writing the output file). Whenever this happens the mini-partitions must synchronize with each 
other. Then all nodes in all mini-partitions open the file for the first mini-partition. Then the first 
mini-partition reads or writes as much as it needs. The nodes in the other mini-partitions partici- 
pate (they must for synchronous operations), but  they read or write zero bytes. This is similar to 
the slow read done by node by node on the 32 node partition discussed above and shown on 
page 27. All nodes then successively open the corresponding velocity or output file for each mini- 
partition in turn reading or writing a finite number of bytes only if it is their turn. This trick 
allows the multiple mini-partitions to use global synchronous reads and write without appreciably 



slowing down the execution speed of the program. 

2.4. Seismic Post Processor. 

The seismic post processor takes the output of the SSD production code and produces a SEP for- 
mat file. The SSD code stores the values at all receivers for a single time step together in a storage 
area. When several time steps have been stored the code writes them out to the SDA. A fast syn- 
chronous write is used. This process repeats until the end of the job. The output file ends up with 
sections containing chunks of data corresponding to the receivers on each node written in node 
order. 

The postprocessor has to combine all the chunks for each node, reorder the data so that all the data 
for each receiver is together and sorted according to the time step index. The postprocessor then 
generates the correct header words for the SEP format and writes the receiver values out in the 
correct order. 

2.4.1. Serial Version. 

The serial version of the post processor is written to run on a Sun workstation with a large amount 
of RAM. The program initially reads the entire output file from the production SSD code into 
RAM. It sorts the array into receiver and time order in place. It then writes out each receiver one 
by one to the output seismic file. 

Running on a serial Sun workstation this takes about twenty minutes, with most of the time spent 
reading and writing the data. It will only work on workstations with a large amount of RAM, 
since it needs to read the entire array into RAM before writing the output file. The throughput 
speed using this program is also slowed by the need of usingftp to move the SSD output file from 
the SDA on the CM5 to the workstation before processing. 

The serial version of the code is run by typing 

tosep file-name 

where file-name is the name of the SSD output file. 

2.4.2. Parallel Version. 

The parallel version of the code does the same job as the serial version and is run by typing 

postproc in-file out-file 

while connected to the CM5, where ‘in-file’ is the name of the SSD output file and ‘out-file’ is 
the name of the processed seismic SEP file. This code has to be run on a partition with an equal or 
greater amount of nodes than the partition the original SSD output file was created on. 

The parallel version of the post processor runs on the CM5 and takes about twenty seconds of 
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CPU time to read in the SSD output file, process the data and write out the seismic SEP file. The 
organization of the parallel code is, however, much more complicated than the serial code due to 
the partitioning of data among the various nodes of the CM5. A brief description of how this is 
accomplished follows. 

Each section of the SSD out file is read from the SDA using a fast synchronous read. It is read into 
the same number of nodes that where present in the partition used by the SSD code to create the 
data. This effectively recreates each batch of the receiver data in CM5 memory exactly as it was 
before being written to the output file. 

Before writing the data will be spread out among the nodes like the top half of the figure on 
page 30 with the receiver array and well spread over different nodes. For ease in writing the pro- 
cessed file with synchronous writes the final data is arranged with each row of receivers stored in 
time order together as a unit on a single node. Several rows are stored on each node. All the 
receivers in each well and the source are stored as individual units one well to a node. This is 
shown in the bottom half of the page. Most of the work of the program is moving the data from 
node to node to reformat it into its final form before being written to the output file. 

The flow of the post processor code is shown on page 29. The code first opens the input file and 
reads in the header of the file. It uses this data to initialize itself and prepares the SEP headers that 
are part of each receiver record in the final data format. It then decides how the communication 
between nodes will be accomplished. 

For each batch contained in the output file it reads in the data, sorts it into time order, sorts the 
receiver array into final form and sorts the wells and source into final form. When all batches have 
been processed the output file is written, first writing the receiver array node by node and the 
wells and source. 

The communications has to be done with some care to be efficient and never lock up the machine 
due to conflicting sends and receives to any one node. A very simple algorithm was used to sched- 
ule the internode communications. During the initialization phase a link list of records, each 
record corresponding to a a transfer to or from a node are created on each node. When the each 
batch of data is moved node to node each node simply traverses its linked list performing the send 
or receive operation corresponding to each record on the list. 

The first task is to break the data into chunks. This done by cutting the data on each node into 
blocks each corresponding to which node it will end up on. For node 0 it might look like the upper 
figure on page 3 1 with the first few rows going to node 0, the next few to node 1, etc. To do this 
we simply loop over all sending nodes (those that have a part of the original receiver array stored 
on them) and all receiving nodes (where the receiver array will be rearranged) and calculate the 
overlap of the arrays on the sending and receiving nodes (bottom of page 3 1). If there is an over- 
lap a Comm node is created noting the sending and receiving node as well as the location and 
length of the data. This Comm node is added to a global list. A similar process is done for each 
well and the source trace. At the end of this process there is a list of all required internode com- 
munications on the linked list. 
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The next task is to make a list of communications for each node. We want to construct this list so 
that as many nodes are active at once and each node is either receiving or sending so that there 
can be no conflicting commands to the nodes that could cause the machine to lock up. We do this 
by s very simple algorithm shown on page 32. We basically sort and copy the global list onto 
individual local lists on each node. It starts by marking all nodes as not BUSY, meaning they are 
neither sending or receiving. For all nodes that can send data it looks at the Global list made in the 
last step to find a Comm node that sends from that node. If either the sending node or receiving 
node it goes back to the global list until it finds a Comm node which has both the receiving and 
sending nodes not BUSY. If none are found it goes on to the next sending node. 

Once a usable Comm node is found it is cut from the global list, its sending and receiving nodes 
marked BUSY. This Comm node is added to the local communications list for both the sending 
and receiving nodes. At the end of this loop when no more valid Comm nodes can be found the 
loop starts again, marking all the nodes not BUSY. This loop repeats until there are no Comm 
nodes on the global list. 

When the communications subroutine is executed it simply traverses the local communications 
list on each node and does a blocking receive of the data described in the Comm node if it is a 
receiving node or a blocking send of the data if it is a sending node. If a node is both sending and 
receiving the data can be simply copied in place on the node. 

2.5. Master Scheduler. 

For each seismic file produced the velocity preprocessor has to be run to produce the correct 
velocity data file for the SSD code. A file of input parameters is produced from the original *.txt 
file. The SSD code is then run. This in turn produces an output file that is post processed to pro- 
duce the final seismic file. This file is then moved to storage.llnl.gov using cm5ftp. This has to be 
done for hundreds of files. 

To simplify this task a scheduler was written. To produce the seismic files for the “salt” model one 
simply types 

master salt, 

and the master program reads and updates a master database as it submits jobs to the CM5 DJM 
and does all the work needed to run the SSD code and its related preprocessing and postprocess- 
ing programs. 

2.5.1.Job Phases 
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The top figure on page 33 shows the form of the database before the master program is executed 

Symbol 

procv 

Table 2: Job Phase 
- ~ ~~~ 

Meaning 

CM5 is Preprocessing the Velocity Files. 

I run I The SSD production Code is Running. 

I Post I The Post Processor is Running. I 
I ship I Files are being shipped to Livermore using cm5ftp. I 
I done I Job is Finished. I 
(this example is from the “salt” model). The first line contains the number 100 which will be the 
number assigned to the first batch of shots processed. The second contains the number zero, 
which will become the number of batches of shots being processed. After the second line, each 
line contains the name of an input file, one for each shot to be processed. The name is the full path 
name for the file beginning at the input directory. (See page 23 for the directory structure). 

After the master program is run once it has submitted two batch of shots for processing. The sec- 
ond line of the file contains 2 indicating that two batches have started, numbered 100 and 101. 
The first line now contains 102 which is the number the master program will label the next batch 
of shots it starts in the future. There are two lines after the second line each describing a job or 
batch of shots. 

The first entry in each of the job lines includes the status of the job. These are RUNNING show- 
ing that they have been submitted to the CM5 DJM, are in the queue and are either executing or 
waiting in the queue to be executed. Table 4 on page 17 shows other possible values for this sta- 
tus field. As each job finishes it is marked IDLE. If the JSUB command fails and the job is not 
submitted successfully it is marked UNSUBM for later submission. If the@ program fails (for 
example if the storage site at Livermore dies), the job is marked FTP for later restarting when, 
hopefully,f@ can resume with no errors. If the master program thinks the job is RUNNING and 
cannot find it in the queue produced by thejstat command it will mark the file DEAD. 

The second entry on the job line shows the number that the master program has assigned to the 
batch of shots that the job is processing. The third entry contains the job id as it shows up in the 
CM5 queues and can be displayed for any jobs in the CM5 queues by executingjstat. The next 
entries show the number of nodes in the partition the jobs is executing on as well as the requested 
time and memory usage (. for a dedicated partition). 

The next entry shows the job phase, which tells which program is being executed at the moment. 
The velocity preprocessor, the SSD code, etc. Valid values for the job phase are shown in Table 2 
on page 15. If for some reasons the job encounters too many errors for it too handle the job may 
end up marked ERROR, meaning that the job tried to execute one phase of the processing cycle 
too many times due to some kind of error encountered. 
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The next entry shows which SDA the intermediate files will be stored on(sda1 or sda2). The final 
two entries show the data end time the job was started and when the job finished (. for ajob that is 
not finished). 

~ ~ 

procv 

run 

post 

trnsfr 

The lines following the job lines have been expanded and now contain more than just the path 
name of the input file for each shot. The first entry contains the number of the batch of shots that 
the shot has ben assigned to. It is directly related to the job line with the same number in the lines 
above. This entry is 0 before the shot is assigned to a batch. The next entry is the shot phase. This 
is “unproc” showing that the input files have been converted but the velocity file has not been pre- 
processed successfully. Unprocessed shots waiting to be assigned to batches start out marked 
“ ......”. Valid values for this entry are show in Table 3 on page 16. They basically correspond to 
the job phases listed in Table 2 on page 15 and are assigned to the shot when the files from that 
job phase have been verified for file size and their checksums checked. An exception to this is 
after the “ship” phase the shots are marked “trnsfr” if they where transferred to Livermore by the 
crn5ftp command but not checked by the 1s command. They are marked “done” only if the 1s com- 
mand given to cm5f.i returns with the correct file size. 

~ ~~ ~ _ _ _ ~  ~ ~~ ~ 

Velocity data file ready to run SSD production code. 

SSD output file ready for Post Processin,o. 

Seismic File ready for transfer to Livermore. 

Seismic File transferred to Livermore, but size not checked. 

The next four entries contain error counts, one each for running velocity pre-processor, the SSD 
production code, the postprocessor and the crn5ftp program. They count the number of times that 
the phase had to be rerun because of errors. If these counts exceed thresholds set in the master 
programs source code the job will be stopped and the job marked ERROR. 

done 

The next entry is the file number, here is 0 corresponds to the file ifp-input0. The last two entries, 
zero here, will contain the size of the seismic file and how long in seconds it took the crn5ftp pro- 
gram to transfer the file to the storage facility. These can be used to calculate transmission speeds 
for the cm5ftp session. 

Shot Finished. 

Table 3: File Phases 

Symbol I Meaning 

...... I Shot ready for processing. I 
unproc I File ready for Velocity File Preprocessing. I 
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Table 4: Job Status 

Symbol 

RUNNING 

Meaning 

Job Submitted to CM5 Queue, Running or Waiting. 

I IDLE ~ I Job Finished, Output Files need to be checked. 

I UNSUBM I Job could not be submitted using jsub, retry later. I 
E E E  ~ I Job should be running but not found by running jstat, probably CM5 crashed. I 
I ERROR I Job has died due to too many errors. I 

I lm I crn5ftp to Livermore failed, rescheduled for later submission. 

2.5.2. Checking Processing. 

To avoid the problem of disk failures on the SDA corrupting data files without our knowledge and 
invalidating the results of the calculation a systems of checksums was included in the running of 
the master program. First just before the model velocity file was used by the velocity preprocessor 
the program PSUM was run on the model velocity file. PSUM returns two numbers correspond- 
ing to a checksum of the files contents and the files size. These are stored in a file chk-snm in the 
work directory. When the velocity preprocessor executes it reads this file and compares the two 
numbers in the chk-sum file to two numbers that are included in its source code. If this numbers 
do not match the model velocity file has changed. The velocity preprocessor, in this case, will 
abort. The master program checks the numbers in clzk-szmz at the beginning of each processing 
phase and will abort the whole process with a e-mail message if it finds that PSUM indicates that 
the model velocity files has changed. 

Whenever a data file is created on the SDA, such as when the velocity preprocessor creates a 
velocity data file, the master program runs PSUM on the created file and stores the resulting two 
numbers in a check-sum file. Later, when the file is no longer needed, the master program runs 
PSUM again on the same file producing a second check-sum file. If the two files are the same we 
consider the results derived from using this file to be correct and go on to the next phase of the 
processing. If the two files do not match the file has changed sometime between when it was cre- 
ated and when we where finished using it. If this is true we assume it changed before we got a 
chance to use it to produce latest phase and throw out the results of the last phase of the calcula- 
tion. Since we are for space reasons deleting files we no longer need as we go along this means 
that the shots effecting by spontaneous changes in their data files will be restarted from the begin- 
ning. 

During the running of Phase B this happened only for four shots and while being definitely 
needed did not appreciably effect the time to finish the calculations. 

2.5.3. Obiects. 
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The program was created in an object oriented way using C++. A database object (Db defines in 
Db.h and Db.c) was created to maintain the database showing the status of all submitted jobs and 
processing status of all shots. It has methods for finding and modifying shots and jobs in the data- 
base as well as reading and writing the database. Two objects File (define in Fi1e.h and Fi1e.c) and 
Job (defined in J0b.h and J0b.c) were created to contain the information on the job and file lines of 
the database. The Job object knows how to create the JSUB file header and knows how to submit 
itself to the CM5 DJM queues. An Log object (defined in L0g.h and L0g.c) was created to log 
actions of the master program. Messages output with the Log object are put in the log file and 
printed out to the standard error stream. The Jstat object (defined in Jstath and Jstat.c) runsjstat 
and stores any running jobs that belong to the person running master in a small database that can 
easily be searched by the master program. 

2.5.4. Job Resu bmission 

At the start of each job phase the master program creates a script file that it submits to the CM5 
DJM for running on the CM5. The last line in the script file will be the line 

master model jo b-number, 

where model is the name of the model being processed, “salt” or “overthrust”, and job-number is 
the number that master has assigned to each batch of shots. This allows the master program to 
know when each processing phase has finished so that it can start the next phase by submitting 
another script file to the CM5 DJM. 

2.5.5.Flow of Code. 

Flow diagrams for the master program start on page 34. The program starts by getting arguments 
telling it which model velocity file is being used and optionally the job number of the batch of 
shots currently being executed, if called from a JSUB file (‘‘Job Resubmission” on page 18). 

The main flow is shown in the figure labeled “Main Flow Diagram for Master Scheduler” on 
page 34. The program starts by getting its command line arguments and initializing. It changes 
directories to the ssdsalt or ssd/overthrust directory and initializes the log file and reads the data 
base file. At this point it checks the chk-sum file created bypsum and aborts if the model velocity 
file has spontaneously changed. It then anlyzes the status of any shots being processed and sub- 
mits any jobs necessary to further the processing. It then writes the undated database and reports 
the status of processing via e-mail. 

The job analysis phase is shown in the figure marked “Flow Diagram for Analyze Status and Sub- 
mit Jobs” on page 35. It first changed directories to the ssdsalt/work or ssd/salt/overthrust direc- 
tory. It runs jstat and counts how many jobs have been submitted in each of the queues (See 
“.Queues” on page 20.) The current job is marked idle. It next tries to resubmit any jobs that 
where processed but were not successfully submitted to the CM5 DJM. It next tries to restart any 
jobs that have been marked FT’P, DEAD or IDLE. If there is room left in the production queue 
after all the this and there is room on one of the SDAs the master program will gather a new batch 
of shots and start to process them. 
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Restarting a job is shown in the figure marked “Flow Diagram for Restart Job” on page 36 The 
master program finds the job in the database and finds out what phase is currently being run. It 
then calls the correct subroutine to start the next phase of processing. The first thing each of these 
subroutines will do is check the validity of the output from the current phase and will resubmit the 
current phase for completion if the machine has died or another error has occurred during the pro- 
cessing of this phase. 

Each of the following pages diagram the process of checking the current phase and starting the 
next phase. The first phase is submitting the jobs to preprocess the velocity files. The figure 
marked “How Diagram for Start New Batch of Shots” on page 37 shows how a processing of a 
batch of jobs is initiated. The master program first looks in the database for any shots that have 
not been assigned to a batch (job-number equals 0 and phase equals “ ......”). It then increments 
the current batch number in the database, marks all shots “unproc”, creates the correct working 
directory on one of the SDAs and in the work directory. It then calls the subroutine that submits 
the velocity preprocessing phase. This is written as a separate subroutine, shown in the figure 
marked “How Diagram for Preprocess Velocity Files Phase” on page 38 so that just this amount 
of the processing can be redone later if errors occur. The first thing this subroutine does is check 
the error count which indicates how many times this phase has been executed for each shot in the 
batch being processed. If this number is too high the shot will be marked ERROR and that shot 
will not be further processed until the person running the master code analyzes the log file and 
understands what is going wrong and resets the error flags in the database. This keeps the master 
program from resubmitting the same jobs over and over again when there might be inconsisten- 
cies in the input file or some error that will never allow the shots to be processed correctly. 

The master program then takes the input *.txt files for each shot and creates the corresponding 
ifp-input file for the SSD production code. It then creates the script file for running on the CM5 
that willpsurn the velocity model file, run the preprocessor and psum each velocity data file pro- 
duced (results stored in a vel-new# file). It then submits the job to the CM5 DJM. 

After processing of the velocity files the script calls the master program, which will run the sub- 
routine shown in the figure marked “Flow Diagram for Run Phase” on page 39. This phase will 
run the SSD production code. It starts by checking the psum file created from the model velocity 
file and aborts if this file is not correct. It checks the error count for this phase. It calculates the 
proper size of any of the velocity files created and checks each one for the proper size. If any of 
the velocity files is not correct the last phase will be resubmitted to run the velocity preprocessor 
for any files found to be in error. If all files sizes are correct the job is marked as “run” and a new 
script file is created to run the SSD production code and psum the resulting output files as well as 
the velocity data files. This job is submitted to the CM5 DJM. 

On completion of the ”run” phase the subroutine shown in the figure marked “Flow Diagram for 
Post Processing Phase” on page 40 will be run by the master program. It starts by checking the 
error count the size of the files produced by the SSD production code. If any files are sizes are 
found to be wrong the shots will be reprocessed. If all the file sizes are correct the program then 
checks the results of the psum command run on the velocity data files when they where created 
and at the end of the SSD run. If the psum files do not agree the corresponding velocity data file 
has spontaneously changed sometime after between being created and the end of the production 
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run. If this has happened the shot will be marked “ ......” with no job-number so that the next time 
the master program starts a batch of jobs it will be processed with the new batch. The velocity 
data files are no longer needed and are removed and the job is marked “post”. A new script file is 
created that will run the postprocessor and psum the output files from the SSD production code as 
well as the final seismic files created by the postprocessor. This job is submitted the CM5 DJM. 

Name 

pro d-sm all 

production 

development 

cm5ftp 

On completion of the “post” phase the subroutine shown in the figure marked “Flow Diagram for 
Ship Phase” on page 41 will be run by the master program. This subroutine again starts by check- 
ing the error counts and checking the size of the seismic files. If any file sizes are wrong the last 
phase will be run again. If all sizes are correct the psum files for the SSD output files wiII be 
checked and the corresponding files marked for reprocessing if any have spontaneously changed. 
The job is marked “post” if everything is ok and a script file is created to run the cm5ftp program 
to ship the file to the storage facility. The 1s command is given to cm5ftp to check that the size of 
the file at the storage facility is correct. This job is submitted to the CM5 DJM. 

Type # Nodes Time Memory 

dedicated 256 30 min. 

dedicated 32,128,256,512 2 or 3 hr. 

development 64 30 min. 750 MB 

development 32 6 hr. 32 MB 

On completion of the “ship” phase the subroutine shown in the figure marked “Flow Diagram for 
Check Phase” on page 42 is run by the master program. It looks at the output file stored in the last 
phase which includes responses from the cm5ftp command. For any lines in the file that have the 
string “transferred” it notes that the file has been transferred to the storage facility by marking the 
shot “tmsfr” and noting the time returned by cm5ftp for the transfer in the database. It then looks 
for a response to the 1s command. If the 1s command returns the correct known size (calculated by 
the master program) the shot is marked “done”. At this point the psum files for the seismic files 
are checked to see if any of them have spontaneously changed before they could be shipped to the 
storage facility, if any have the shot is marked to be done over again. If any shots need to be 
reshipped the “ship” phase subroutine is run again. If all files are at the storage facility the job is 
marked “done” and all the relevant directories are removed. 

2.5.6..0ueues 

Table “Queues” on page 20 lists the CM5 queues used by the master program. All velocity pre- 

processing was done dedicated on 256 nodes in the prod-small queue. The SSD production was 
run in the production queue on 32,128,256 and 512 nodes corresponding to runs with 1,4,8, or 
16 shots. The “salt” shots where allocated 3 hours time and the “overthrust” shots 2 hours. Post 
processing was done in the development queue on 64 nodes. A special queue, the “cm5ftp” 
queue, was created for us to use with the cnz5ftp program which takes very little memory, but can 
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be hung up for long time periods waiting for communications between the CM5 and the storage 
facility at Livermore. 

2.6. Seismic File Visualizer/Comparator. 

To adequately debug the SSD code a reliable method was needed to visually display the final 
Seismic File and to compare two Seismic Files for differences. This tool was written to run on a 
Sun workstation with a large amount of Random Access Memory. There are two versions one 
used to display a single file, invoked as 

seg file-name, 

where file-name is the name of the Seismic file to be displayed. The second version is envoked as 

seg-cmp file-name file-name, 

where the names of two Seismic files to be compared. 

2.6.1 .Seismic File Visualizer. 

The Figure on page 43 shows a typical display from this tool. The seismic field is plotted as a 
series of “wiggle” plots, one for each receiver. This figure shows a constant X coordinate slice, 
with each receiver in the Y coordinate of the receiver array represented by a vertical line labeled 
by receiver number across the top of the plot. The signal amplitude versus time corresponds to the 
left to right movement of the line as time progresses, labeled in milliseconds along the left side of 
the plot. The string above the plot represents the maximum value of the seismic field and its x and 
y coordinates in the plot. Pressing the mouse on the “>”, “>>”, “>>>’” and “>>>>” will move the 
displayed slice different amounts further into the file, (1, 4, 16 and 64 sample points), while 
pressing “CCCC“~ “CC<“~ “cc“, “c“ will move the slice closer to the beginning of the file. The “fy 
button displays the first slice in the file and the “1” button displays the last possible slice. A similar 
plot with a constant Y coordinate slice is displayed by pressing the “y” button. The X coordinate 
slices can be accessed by pressing the ‘X’ button. 

To make variations in the seismic fields as visible as possible (page 44) the “left side” or “right 
side” of the wiggle can be filled in by pressing the “Left” or “Right” buttons, or the fields plotted 
with no fill by pressing the “None” button. 

Pressing the ‘9“’ button results in the display on page 45. This shows a constant time slice with 
the X Coordinate labeled along the left side of the plot and the Y coordinate labeled along the 
plot. Pressing the movement buttons move the display forward and backward in time. The hori- 
zontal and vertical cursors represent the current positions of the X and Y coordinate slices. Press- 
ing the “Movie” button displays every 5th time slice from the beginning of the seismic file in 
quick succession till the end of the seismic file is reached. 

The display can be magnified (page 46) by pressing the middle mouse button and dragging the 
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mouse around the area to be magnified. This can be done multiple times. Pressing the right mouse 
button reverses the effect of the middle button and restores the plot to the previous magnification 
before the middle button was used. 

The “Src” button will display the source trace. The “Wl” - “W8” will display the traces for all 
receivers in any wells in the seismic file. The “Recv” button restores the display to the receiver 
array. The “Quit” button leaves the application and returns to the operating system. 

The major limitation in using this tool is that a Sun with 256 megabytes of RAM can only fully 
read in two files of approximately 100 megabytes. For files with more data than this only part of 
the file can be read in and compared visually. 

2.6.2.Seismic File Comoarator. 

The seismic file comparator is similar to the visualizer, except that it displays seismic traces from 
two files simultaneously. A typical plot is shown on page 47. Either file can be plotted full screen 
by pushing the “Data” or “Cmp” buttons. The “data&cmp” button produces the plot on page 47. 
One can also display the difference between the two files by pressing the “diff’ button. Pressing 
the “data&diff” displays the contents of the first seismic file and the difference between the two 
seismic files side by side.as on page 48. 

2.7. Batch Seismic File ComDarator. 

An additional program was written that compares two seismic files, invoked as 

cseg file-name file-name, 

the program compares all records in the two files one at time, including values of the floating 
point values in the header of each record. It reports any differences found in any of the headers. 
When the program has read all the records of the file it prints out a table containing, for each time 
sample in the two seismic files. 

The Sample Number 

The Largest Value. 
The Largest Error. 

The Location of the Largest Error. 

The Values in the Two Files at B 
The Relative Error (D / C). 

This tool is capable of comparing very large files since it only needs to read in one record of each 
file at a time and uses only a small amount of RAM even for very large seismic files. 
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Sinput-data 
nx = 329 
ny = 329 
nz = 210 
miro = -5 
h= 20.000000 
dt = 0.001000000000, ntps= 5000, ksis= 8 
isxO= 164, jsyO= 164, kszO= 1 
ldirs= 2, ids= 4, nshots= 1 
ityps= 1, fhertz= 15.000000, ilocs= 1 
irx0= 25, jry0= 25, krzO= 1 
ldirl= 1, idrl= 1, nrl= 279 
ldir2= 2, idr2= 1, nr2= 279 
nwells= 2 
mod-xoffset= 301 
modjoffset= 207 
mod-zoffset= 0 
mod-nx= 676 
mod-ny= 676 
mod-nz= 210 
nsof = 2520 
well-x = (128,128) 
well2 = (18,741 
well-z = (4,4) 
well-direction = ( 3 , 3 )  
well-spacing = (1,l) 
well-length = (147,147) 
$end 

Typical Input Parameter File for the SSD code. 
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First Read 

Second Read 

Third Read mplplpl 
Fourth Read 

Reading a File with Multiple Partitions 
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Use of Vector Registers on the Vector Units 

Rotating Vector Registers in the Kernel 



I Open Input File 

I Read Header and Initialize I 
Initialize SEP Headers 

~ Schedule Communications 

I For Each Section of SSD Output File r 
A I ReadData I 

=Into Time Order I 
I Communicate Receiver Array I 

Write Receiver Array 
Write Wells r Write Source 

Flow Diagram for Parallel Post Processor 
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Receiver Array 

6 A  

22 'I 

Wells 

7 

23 

12 

Communication t 
13 14 15 

jt 
Communication t 

Communications in the Parallel Version of the Post Processor 



Will be stored on Node 0 

Will be stored on Node 1 

Will be stored on Node 2 

Will be stored on Node 3 I 

Node 0 

Breaking up the Data for the Parallel Post Processor 

For All Sending Nodes 
I i 

c 

1 

c 

For All Receiving Nodes h 
I I I 
I I Calculate Overlap I No Overlap 

I Create Comm Node / Add to Global List I 

For A11 Sending Nodes 
I 1 

1 
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For All Wells and Source tr--1 
1 I 
1 I 

d I Calculate Overlap I No Overlap 

I C r e a t e Z e  / Add to Global List I 



+ 
I 

For All Sending Nodes 

- Mark AI1 Nodes NOT BUSY 

I Find Comm Node with Sending Node in Global List I 

Mark Sending and Receiving Node BUSY 
2 

L 
I 

Is Sending Node BUSY? 

N 

Cut Comm Node from Global List 
I 
I 

Is This Node Involved? 

Add Comm Node to Communications List ’ 

I 

Any More in Global List? 

N I  Done 

Scheduler for the ParaleIl Postprocessor 
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Next Job Number 

Number of Jobs 100 
0 4  
Line25/~465-~115.txt 

2 lo2 SC 

Job Phase %- 
_ _ ~  

Number of Nodes 

F 

.txt 0 0 Job Status 

Time Finished 
I 

0 0  
0 0  
0 0  

RUNNING 100 59835 256 29m . procv sdal Fri-Aug-4-10:46:35-1995 . 
RUNNING 101 59836 256 29m procv sdal Fri-Aug 4 10:46:44-1995 . 

File Size (Bytes) 
0 0 4  
0 0 5  
0 0 6  

Line25/~465>227.txt 0 0 0 0 7 0 0  

/ i i  Line25/x4652243.txt 0 0 0 0 8 
Line25/x465-y259.txt 0 0 0 0 9 
Line25/x465-y275.txt 0 0 0 0 10 
Line25/~465_y291.txt 0 0 0 
Line25/~465-y307.txt 0 0 0 Transfer Time (Seconds) 

100 unproc 
100 unproc 
100 unproc 
100 unproc 
100 unproc 
100 unproc 
100 unproc Line25/~465-y323.txt 0 0 0 0 13 0 0  
100 unproc Line25/~465~339.txt 0 0 0 0 14 0 0  

o n  
0 0  

File Number 

100 unproc 
101 unproc 
101 unproc 
101 unproc Line25/x465-y403.txt 
101 unproc 
101 unproc 
101 unproc 
101 unproc 

Line25/~465_y419.txt 0 0  
0 0  
0 0  
0 0  
0 0  

10 unproc Line25/x465y499.txt 0 0 0 0 8 0 0  
101 nproc 0 0  
101 u 0 0  

0 0  
101 unproc 0 0  
101 unproc 0 0  
101 unproc 0 0 14 0 0  
101 unproc 0 0  

0 ...... 0 0 0  0 0  
0 ...... Line25/x465-y83.txt 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

Data Base File at Beginning of Run and after submitting first 
Batch of Shots 
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I Get Arguments and Initialize I 

I Change to ssd/model Directory I 

I Initialize “log” File I 

I Check Velocity PSUM, I Abort if Changed 

Read “db” DataBase 

Analyze Status and Submit Jobs 

Write ‘db’ DataBase 
d 

Email Progress Report 

n Exit 

Main Flow Diagram for Master Scheduler 



I Change to “work” Directory I 
I Get Arguments and Initialize I 
)t Jobs in CM5 Queues I 
I Mark Current Job as Idle I 
I SubmitUnsubmitted Jobs I 
1 Restart anyftp Jobs 

Restart any Dead Jobs 1 
Restart any Idle Jobs : I While Prod Queue has room I 

Start New Batch of Shots I 
Flow Diagram for Analyze Status and Submit Jobs 
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E J o b  in Data Base (db) I 

Phase = “procv’’? Run Phase 

Phase = “run”? Post Processing Phase 

I I N  
I 

hase = “post” Ship Phase 

N 

hase = “ship” Check Phase 

- 
Done 

Flow Diagram for Restart Job 
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I Find Shots to Process I 

Mark Shots Unprocessed in DB 
_I 

- I  

Create and cd to Working Directory 

I Pick SDA with most room I If None, Abort 

L 

Flow Diagram for Start New Batch of Shots 
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Check Error Count, I Abort if Too High 

Mark Job as c‘procv’’ 
L 

I Process Input Files I 

PSUM Velocity Model 

Run Velocity Preprocessor 

PSUM Velocity Data File 

I 

I 

_I 

I 

Submitjsub File to CM5 

Done 

Flow Diagram for Preprocess Velocity Files Phase 
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I Check Velocity PSUM, I Abort if Changed 

-1 

Check Error Count, 
Abort if Too High 

I 

I Check Velocity Data Files, I Mark “procv” if OK 

Createjsub File 
i L 

I Rerun Preprocessing Phase if Necessary I 
I Mark Job as “run” I 

.I 

I Submitjsub File to CM5 I 

39 

Flow Diagram for Run Phase 



Check Error Count, 
Abort if Too High 

Check SSD Output FiIes, 
Mark “run” if OK 

1’ 

Rerun Run Phase if Necessary 
J 

_______ ~~~~ ~~ 

p h e c k  if Velocity Data Files Changed I 

Submitjsub File to CM5 

I 

If any Files Changed, Mark Shot as Not Processed 

Done 

Remove Velocity Data Files 
I 

Mark Job as “post” 

I Createjsub File 
-- 

I Run Post Processor I 
I PSUM SSD Output Files I 

PSUM Seismic Files 

Flow Diagram for Post Processing Phase 
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Check Error Count, 
Abort if Too High 

Rerun Post Processing Phase if Necessary 

--- 
Check Seismic Files, 
Mark “post” if OK 

I Check if SSD Output Files have Changed I 
I 

If any Files Changed, Mark Shot as Not Processed 

Mark Job as “post” 

I Createjsub File I 
m 

Put File to storage.llnl.gov 

Get File Size with Is Command 

Submitjsub File to CM5 a 
Flow Diagram for Ship Phase 
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Check cm5ftp Output from last Phase, 
If File Transferred, Store Rate 

Mark File “trnsfr” 

Check if Seismic Files have Changed 
_I 

m 

If any Files Changed, Mark Shot as Not Processed 
_I 

Check cm5ftp Output from last Phase, 
If File Size form Is command OK 

Mark File “done” 

I 

Check if any Shots not marked “done” 
2 I 

I 

Rerun Ship Phase, if necessary 

Clean Up Directories 
I 

Mark Job “done” 
I 

Flow Diagram for Check Phase 
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